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“Polarcats?”
“According to the Ministry of Environment and Sustainable
Development, it’s a hybrid between a polar bear and snow leopard.
They have amber-colored cat-like eyes, and long spotted tails like a
snow leopard, but the creature’s ears, body, and paws are similar to
a polar bear’s. Their fur is like a polar bear’s too: shaggy and white.”
“Technically a polar bear’s fur is clear.”
Captain Maria Victoria Juárez let out a long sigh and stared
at the horizon. The sun reflected off the ocean as if the saltwater
consisted entirely of glitter. Her research vessel, the RV Eve, left
Argentina thirty-six hours ago. They still had another twelve hours
to go until they reached Antarctica. She glared at the night captain,
Jade Roca, from underneath her hand, the sun making her squint.
The Arctic Ocean’s swells gently rocked the RV Eve in time with
Maria’s breathing.
“Shouldn’t you be sleeping?” Maria asked.
“There’s only an hour until my shift starts,” Jade replied, her
tan hands perched on her hips. “You should know this.”
“Whatever,” Maria said. “I need to get back to work.” She
pushed past Jade and returned to her quarters.
Sitting at her desk, Maria studied the case file the Argentinian
government entrusted to her. The ivory blur of the polarcat made
goosebumps rise on her forearm. A blow to the head from one of
those colossal paws alone would be enough to kill her.
Maria jumped when Jade barged inside her quarters, her round
face transfixed in her signature scowl.
Jade’s silver bracelets jingled as she crossed her arms, “What are
we going to do, Juárez?”
“About what?” Maria asked, tucking the photograph of the polarcat back inside the manilla folder.
Jade snorted. “About the approaching storm. While you’re in
here daydreaming about the mystical polarcats, I’m the one keeping this research vessel running, Captain.” She dragged out the
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word captain and puckered her lips as if the word left a sour taste
in her mouth.
Maria fiddled with the corner of the manilla folder. Should
she have the crew on deck to handle an emergency or was it better
to hunker down and embrace the storm, assessing the damage afterward? She hadn’t seen any signs of an approaching storm, only
stray ice chunks bobbing underneath the blue sky. As much as Jade
annoyed her, Maria knew that she wouldn’t make up something
as serious as an Antarctic storm; Jade possessed an uncanny sixth
sense when it came to storm prediction. Maria remained still, cursing her indecision as Jade stared her down. When Maria lived on
the streets of Buenos Aires, she had to make snap decisions, so why
couldn’t she make a decision now?
“Once again you’re useless.” Jade shrugged and continued,
“But what do I expect when we have a former street urchin as the
captain of our research vessel? Don’t worry, I’ll handle it. Somebody has to.” She turned sharply, not giving Maria time to respond
as she hurried out of eyesight, no doubt to bark commands at some
unfortunate crew member.
Maria glanced at her watch: 19:30. Time for Jade to take over
as captain. Maybe tomorrow she’d be more decisive. Maybe tomorrow she’d be the captain the RV Eve needed her to be. Maybe
tomorrow she’d finally put Jade Roca in her place.
The storm hit two hours later and was like nothing Maria had
ever experienced during her three years as captain of the RV Eve.
The vessel lurched like a toy boat in a toddler’s bathtub. Waves
slapped the sides of the boat and the roar of thunder filled Maria’s
ears. Was this how Noah felt when God sent the flood to obliterate
all life on earth? She dry-heaved and stumbled to her feet as rain
pelted the windows. A flash of lightning blinded her as another
roar of thunder descended from the heavens. As a child, her mother had always told her that thunder was nothing more than the angels bowling in heaven. She could still hear her mother’s soft voice,
“No tengas miedo, María, cariño.” Don’t be afraid, Maria, darling.
Frantic crew members jostled her in their haste to check and
secure the research equipment. She didn’t see Jade in the throng
of scientists. Another flash of lightning illuminated the ship in an
ominous white glow as Maria headed outside. As soon as Maria set
foot on the lurching deck, raindrops soaked her and stung her skin
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like a swarm of bees. She spotted Jade on the starboard side clutching the slick metal railing with one hand and a rectangular black
bag in the other. It looked like she was yelling but Maria couldn’t
make out her words. Maria prayed to God for protection as she
shuffled along the deck, her wet hands sliding along the railing.
“What are you doing? Get inside, now!” Maria had to repeat
herself twice over the shrieking of the freezing Antarctic wind before Jade heard her.
“Some bonehead left this piece of equipment outside and refused to retrieve it. Do you know how much this thing is worth?!”
Jade’s damp black hair clung to her face and obscured one of her
dark eyes.
The ship pitched forward, and Jade lost her grip on the railing.
Maria tackled her back onto the deck before she could fall overboard. Another flash of lighting, this time so close that Maria could
feel its heat as it scorched the deck.
Maria watched wide-eyed as the RV Eve smacked head-on into
an iceberg, splitting it with a sharp crack!
“I’m...I’m sorry,” Jade yelled.
“We need to get back inside,” Maria replied, her head down.
An icy wave washed over the side of the deck and soaked the back
of her legs, numbing them completely.
“I know.” Jade readjusted the rectangular bag so it fit more
snug in the crook of her arm, like a mother protecting her baby. “I
don’t trust Rodriguez steering the ship for any longer than he has
to, especially not in a storm like this.” The RV Eve tilted to the left
and the two women slid toward the bow before the vessel righted
itself.
Another colossal wave drenched Maria and Jade. The two
women rose to their knees and slowly inched along the slick deck.
Another bellow of thunder sounded, followed by paparazzi flashes of lightning. For a moment, the entire ocean was illuminated,
all its murky secrets exposed. Maria felt exposed: an incompetent
captain. But she couldn’t go back. She wouldn’t go back. Being the
captain of the RV Eve was her life; she wasn’t going to let anyone
take it from her, especially not Jade Roca.
Maria couldn’t feel her fingers by the time they reached the
metal door connecting the observation deck to the inside of the
vessel. Maria flung the door open, throwing herself inside. She
breathed heavily, her hands clutching her knees, making sure she
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was still in one piece. Jade seemed unfazed except for the strands of
wet hair plastered to her caramel-colored face. In a rare moment of
tenderness Jade said, “Hey, I’m...sorry.” Maria studied Jade’s eyes as
her pupils shrank in adjustment to the flickering in-door lighting.
Jade straightened and slung the equipment bag over her shoulder. “Get some rest, Maria. You’ve done a lot for me tonight. I
won’t forget it.” Maria nodded once before hurrying down the hall
to her quarters, gripping her cot for dear life as the wrath of the
storm hook her.
They were knocked fifteen degrees off course in order to avoid
the storm’s heart, adding another dull three hours to the RV Eve’s
journey to the El Luz research station. The ocean today was calm.
Praise the Lord, thought Maria. She sipped her coffee and grimaced. Rodriguez needed to learn how to make coffee, somehow it
always managed to taste burnt.
Maria reached into her pocket, hoping to find a sugar packet
to save her taste buds. Something crinkled. Instead of a Splenda
packet, it was a torn grey flyer advertising for a deckhand position.
Her chest tightened as she gazed at the endless cerulean horizon
through a thin film of tears. “Think about the blessing,” Maria
whispered, crossing herself.
It took Maria ten years to get the job as the day captain of the
RV Eve. She started as a deckhand on a local fishing boat, the El
Luchador, and she rose in the ranks, enduring twelve-hour workdays and countless taunts from the pig-headed men wanting to
take her back to their place.
The low sound of sea ice snapping against the hull brought
Maria back into the present. How long had she not been paying
attention? Maria glanced down at the radar. The RV Eve remained
on course.
A loud knock made Maria jump. She whirled around and saw
Rodriguez standing sheepishly outside the glass door. Maria motioned for him to enter with an impatient flick of her wrist.
“Sorry to scare you, Captain,” he said. But Maria knew he
wasn’t sorry. His grin was much too wide. “There’s been an unusual
sight thirty-degrees southwest of our current location. Some crew
members think they’ve spotted the polarcat.”
“Did you see it yourself?” Maria asked.
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“No, but the others seem pretty convinced. They told me to
come get you.”
“Alright, take over for a minute then.”
“Aye aye,” said Rodriguez, snapping his hand to his wide forehead in a salute.
“Don’t patronize me, Rodriguez,” Maria called back over her
shoulder. Rodriguez’s booming laughter chased her down the corridor.
Tendrils of water and ice clung to the creature’s matted white
fur as it pulled itself onto land, digging its strong paws into the
snow. Wind danced through Maria’s dark hair as she beheld the
polarcat from the observation deck. The creature’s elongated snout
tilted upwards, sniffing the scent of body odor and awe coming
from the RV Eve’s crew. The polarcat—a she based upon her slender frame—swept her tail from side to side, erasing the massive
paw prints she left behind in the snow with every step. She chuffed
and arched her thick neck, the Antarctic sunlight making her amber eyes glimmer.
Maria heard approaching footsteps and groaned when she saw
Jade.
“You’re not seriously thinking about going after it are you?”
Jade crossed her arm and narrowed her eyes, as if she were personally offended by the majestic presence of the polarcat.
“Well, I haven’t really made a decision—”
“Don’t,” Jade said.
“But the entire purpose of our expedition is to research the
polarcat, especially now that we can confirm that it’s real and not
just a myth,” Maria replied.
“Trust me, you don’t want to be anywhere near that thing,”
Jade warned. “It’s beyond your level of understanding.”
“When did you become the polarcat expert?”
“I’m the head scientist!” Jade retorted, throwing her hands up
in the air.
Maria was growing impatient with Jade questioning her every
decision. She clenched her fists and said, “We’re anchoring and
going on land. We can’t lose sight of the polarcat.”
The surrounding crew stood around, stunned at Maria’s
ability to make a quick decision. “That’s an order,” Maria yelled.
The crew scrambled to prepare their gear.
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“Fine,” Jade said. “But I’m coming with you.”
“A captain needs to stay behind in case something happens,”
Maria said. “Besides, I’m sure you would be delighted if I got myself eaten by the polarcat.”
“Maybe so, but you can’t change my mind. Rodriguez will stay
behind.”
Maria didn’t want to bring Rodriguez anyway. He’d only ramble on about how poor women leaders were compared to men, so
she replied, “Fine. Be ready to go in five minutes or else I’m leaving
without you.”
Jade made a disgusted sound in the back of her throat but complied.
The steady humming of the Zodiac rang in Maria’s ears, along
with the excited chatter of her small crew and Jade’s grumpy silence. They were a streak of orange, speeding from the RV Eve onto
land. Jade checked and rechecked the rectangular equipment bags
mumbling each name as she went, “Water-Proof Camera. Tranquilizer Gun. Tags. GPS. Compass. Radio. Flare. Snow Shelter…”
“Why don’t you check again,” Maria said. “I’m not sure we
have everything.”
Jade glared at Maria and quickly zipped the equipment bags.
The other three crewmembers wearily eyed the two captains.
“I know you aren’t smart enough to understand the complexity
of documenting a new creature, street captain.”
“I know enough to be promoted as the RV Eve’s day captain.
Learn your place, Night Captain Roca.”
Maria knew she had pushed Jade’s buttons by using her official title. Jade’s slender lips curled, giving her the appearance like
she was laughing at some private joke. The crew members sitting
alongside each captain stiffened, their eyes wide, pleading for the
Zodiac to go faster.
Maria expected more pushback, instead Jade said, “We need to
return by 1700.” She focused her gaze on the horizon. “A storm is
coming.”
That gave Maria and the crew approximately five hours to track,
tag, and document the polarcat. The Zodiac slid to a stop in front
of the ice flow. Jade elbowed Maria in the boob as she scooped up
one of the bags of equipment and hopped onto the ice.
“Jealousy isn’t a good look for you,” Maria called after her. She
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helped the other four crew members off the Zodiac, heavy bags of
equipment slung over their backs. Jade ignored Maria’s comment
and shifted her weight, impatient as the rest of the crew trudged
the twenty yards toward her.
When Maria caught up Jade said, “I’ll be day captain of the
RV Eve soon enough.” She leaned toward Maria and said, “You’re
bound to mess up, you hellion.”
“What’s your problem?” Maria said through clenched teeth,
trying to keep them from chattering. “Why does Day Captain even
matter? We do the same exact duties.”
“It’s not just a job to me,” Jade said quickly. “I...need to provide…” Jade’s words trailed off, eaten by the bitterly-cold Antarctic
gusts. “We need to get going.”
“Wait,” Maria said.
“No, we need to go.” Jade stepped forward, lifting her arms to
brace against the wind. The crew members followed behind her
and Maria sped up to walk stride-for-stride with Jade.
“We weren’t done,” Maria said. “I don’t know anything about
you. You think you know me? You’re right that I lived on the streets
where the concrete was my pillow and tourists eyed me like I was a
rabid animal or one of those poor, filthy Argentinians they saw in
the commercials back home.”
Jade rolled her eyes. “This has nothing to do with your past.”
Maria continued as if she hadn’t heard, “I considered it a good
day when I found a browning apple core. I wouldn’t wish that life
upon anyone, not even you, Jade.”
Jade’s shoulders sagged. “I’m not discrediting-”
“But you know what?” Maria interrupted. “I’ve had to work
my way up to this position on the RV Eve. I reeked of fish guts
for ten years to earn this spot as day captain. I didn’t get to just be
placed here because of a piece of paper, like you. You can be bitter
all you want, Jade, but it won’t change anything. I earned this position. Can you say the same?”
Instead of replying, Jade shoved Maria. Her small pupils gazed
down at Maria as she lay flat on her back, the impact of colliding
with the ice momentarily stunning her. Jade extended a hand, but
Maria batted it away as she stood.
“You needed to cool off,” Jade said. Maria glared at one of her
crew mates who tried to hide his smile behind his gloved fist.
Good will come from trials, have faith, Maria thought. She
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tried to take a deep breath to recollect herself, but it felt as if her
nostrils had sealed shut. “This is going in the report,” she said.
Jade shrugged in response. “Shall we continue tracking the polarcat or do you want to turn around and write that report?”
Maria shoved past Jade and heard the crew shuffle obediently behind her like ducklings. Their puffy orange coats and nylon
pants swished with every cautious step, tracking the distant polarcat across the vast icecap. Jade was quiet as she walked in step with
Maria, occasionally stopping to help a crew member make sense
of the readings on the GPS. The polarcat never looked back, but
gracefully plodded forward toward some predetermined destination, its long fur rippling in the sub-zero wind.
After walking for about three miles Maria’s crew began to smell
the pungent odor of rot and decay. Five minutes later they stumbled upon hundreds of penguin carcasses: Kings, Gentoos, Rockhoppers, no species was spared. Each carcass was marred with a
broken spine and puncture marks deep in the neck. Maria asked if
the polarcats caused this, and Jade nodded. Maria and her crew of
four were so distracted by the massacre in front of them that they
failed to notice the people emerging from the deep snow drifts
behind them. Maria felt a sharp prick in her neck and the bright
world of the Antarctic faded to black. The polarcat roared.
When Maria awoke, she tried to stretch her cold, stiff limbs but
couldn’t. She was bound with rope to a metal pole inside of a tent.
Her mouth wasn’t gagged, but then again, she supposed her captors
weren’t worried about anyone discovering her out in the Antarctic
tundra. Outside the tent’s flap she heard Jade’s low voice.
“Earth Mother Eva, you know I love my people. I won’t let
anybody hurt my family.”
“Your mission was to observe the outside world, Sister Jade.
But you grew careless and fond of the things outside your community. I told you the polarcats would endanger our world, but you
refused to listen—”
“Our people were lonely, they needed companionship.”
“—I gave in to my people’s demand as Earth Mother. A decision I now regret.”
A soft purring came from outside and Maria noticed the spotted tail of a polarcat sticking out from underneath the flap.
“You know my time as Earth Mother is almost done, Sister
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Jade. Soon, I will have completed my fortieth cycle around the sun.
I had hope in you as a future Earth Mother.”
Jade’s voice grew louder, “I have fulfilled my duties exceptionally, Earth Mother Eva! I have reported on the outside world and
its flaws...the greatest of which is resistance to change. Can you not
see that our people are falling into the same trap?! I—”
Maria sneezed. Of course she was allergic to polarcats. She
struggled against her restraints but to no avail. The tent flooded
with bright daylight as the flaps were pushed aside. A short woman
with silver hair entered with Jade at her heels. The woman was...
otherworldly. Her body resembled a blubberous tube and her face
was round, consisting of no edges whatsoever. Her dark pupils
grew as wide as the eye itself as they adjusted to the tent’s darkness.
How long have these people lived here to adapt so dramatically?
Blubber to keep them warm and pupils that quickly adjusted to intense periods of light and darkness? Maria felt like she had entered
another dimension. Maybe she had. She closed her eyes and prayed
for protection.
“Open your eyes, Maria, and show some respect to the Earth
Mother Eva,” Jade chided.
“Where are the others?” Maria asked.
“Don’t...worry about them,” Jade said. The polarcat stuck its
massive head through the tent flap and Jade petted it. Its black lips
were smeared with blood.
Earth Mother Eva swept her silver bangs out of her eyes and
tightened her long cloak of penguin feathers. Underneath she wore
a seal-skin onesie and boots with crampons. The only article signaling her elite status was the elaborate multi-feathered cloak.
“Sister Jade has gotten too used to dancing around conversation during her time in the outside world,” Earth Mother Eva said,
shaking her head at Jade. Jade stared at the snow beneath her feet.
“Your crew members are dead. They saw too much. You’re only
alive because Sister Jade convinced me.”
Maria stiffened, the Earth Mother was a lot of things, but cryptic certainly wasn’t one of them. She also noticed that the Earth
Mother didn’t need Jade to translate for her. How long had the
Earth Mother existed to master such various forms of communication?
“Why?” Maria whispered, trying to make Jade meet her eyes.
How had she never noticed Jade’s unique pupils before now? She
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was a fool and now she was destined to die in the Antarctic, or else
become a slave to this strange new culture. No one would miss her.
Earth Mother Eva spoke again, “Our society has been kept secret for millennia. We have observed the rampant destruction of
the outside world. The violence between siblings in pointless wars,
the destruction of the very thing that gives life...how foolish the
rest of the world has become.” Earth Mother Eva paused to study
Maria’s face, causing her to squirm.
“We are the new humanity. When the world perishes, we will
be ready. Your self-caused downfall will be used for our triumph.
We shall populate all corners of the earth in complete harmony
and utopia. We have no flaws.” Earth Mother Eva smiled, sending
a chill snaking down Maria’s spine. It was a cold smile that didn’t
reach her eyes...an inhuman smile.
“I don’t understand...the ice caps would be the first to go—”
The Earth Mother smiled again and stooped toward Maria. Instead of hitting Maria, she said to Jade, “Cut her restraints.”
Jade pulled a bronze knife from the leather holster on her
belt. The hilt was engraved with congruent bear paws. She walked
around Maria and cut the rope.
“Is that more comfortable?” Earth Mother asked when Jade
finished.
Maria rolled her wrists. Her voice came out as a whisper, “Yes.”
“Your innocence is not something you should be proud of,”
Earth Mother said. Without another word she opened the tent
flap, blinding Maria’s inferior eyes yet again, and left. Jade stayed
behind, observing Maria as if she were a lab rat.
“Earth Mother Eva has offered you a rare opportunity to become one of us,” Jade said.
“Why did you spare me? You hate me.”
Jade looked away from Maria. Her eyes turned glassy. Maria
tried a different tactic, “How come you don’t look like Earth Mother Eva?”
“I was sent out when I completed ten cycles around the sun,
so I haven’t had as much time to adapt. But I have been gone for
too long from my community,” Jade said, more to herself than
in response to Maria. “Time…” she trailed, “The thing too often
assumed…”
“What if I refuse Earth Mother Eva’s offer?” Maria interrupted.
“Then I will let you go,” Jade said so softly that Maria wasn’t
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sure if she heard correctly. “I am destined to be the next Earth
Mother. Next year will mark my twenty-sixth year of existence. As
much as I love my community, my time in your world has taught
me the importance of embracing change.”
“So... what now?” Maria asked, refusing to take her eyes off the
knife sitting on Jade’s waist.
“Walk with me,” Jade replied.
They left the tent and Maria cowered behind Jade when a polarcat came bounding up to Jade. She laughed. “Relax Maria, this
is my companion Ursus.” Jade rubbed Ursus behind his rounded
ears and a deep rumble of pleasure emitted from his snowy chest.
Ursus walked soundlessly beside Jade as she showed Maria around.
The civilization took Maria’s breath away.
“Your head is probably filled to the brim with questions,” Jade
said. “Especially since I doubt your brain takes up much room
inside there.”
When Maria turned, she noticed Jade’s eyes shone with humor
and not malice.
“It’s okay, I know it’s a lot to take in right now,” Jade continued.
“We’re called the Arcrust people and Antarctica has been our home
for nearly two-thousand years.”
“How?” Maria breathed. “How has your civilization survived
so long without detection?”
“Well, the legend is that the soul of our Earth Mothers...past,
present, and future sustains the village so that satellites can’t detect us. However—” Jade stopped speaking as three Arcrust men
walked past with fishing poles. They gazed at Maria, refusing to
mimic Jade’s wave of greeting. When they passed, Jade continued,
“—it’s our technology that saves us. It uses the earth’s magnetic
poles to scramble a satellite’s signal and generates a perpetual snowstorm to keep us concealed from outsiders.
Our technology allowed us to create the elaborate village seen
before you. It also allowed for creatures like Ursus to exist by splicing the DNA between a polar bear and snow leopard.” Jade rubbed
Ursus’ chest and cooed at him in a low voice. He purred, sticking
his pink tongue between his lips in a show of pleasure.
Maria took in the intricate Arcrust village. Her head felt foggy,
like she was dreaming of the scene in front of her. Two research
labs with dome-shaped roofs were placed at the outer corners of
the village, diagonal from each other. One lab contained the techThe Oval • 11

nology that created the snowstorm, while the other possessed the
satellite-scrambling device. As Maria and Jade walked, they passed
schools, piers, and modern social structures like a hospital and a library. Small black tents were set up sporadically into sparse “neighborhoods.” Kids giggled as they rushed by Jade and Maria to chase
after their playful polarcats.
“People like me are called Scouts,” Jade said. “We report on the
outside world and bring with us some element of that culture we
found interesting.”
Maria nodded. “Why polarcats?” she asked.
Jade laughed. “Why does anyone get a pet? For companionship. But to live in our climate, I knew that the creature needed to
be specially adapted, so I created the polarcat.”
“Oh,” Maria said. The way Jade talked made it seem like polarcats were the most straightforward things in the world.
“Jade!” a man with a long black beard yelled from a tent to
their right. Jade and Maria turned their heads. Jade grinned. It was
the first time Maria had ever seen her smile in three years of working alongside her.
“Pap!” Jade yelled back, waving. She ran up to the man’s tent.
Maria reluctantly followed, not wanting to be left alone with Ursus.
A woman emerged from the tent holding a toddler that clutched a
chunk of her mother’s brown hair in her chubby fists. Jade hugged
the woman and planted a kiss on the little girl’s forehead.
“My family, I—” Jade explained, turning around.
“No need to explain,” Maria replied. “I understand.” She
watched a child ride on top of a polarcat squealing with delight
as his older brother hung onto his waist. She thought of the children in Buenos Aires, kicking a balón de fútbol around in the pisssoaked alleyways, dreaming of striking it rich one day as athletes.
Their dreams were their only possessions that couldn’t be stolen.
“Why do you cry?” Jade’s mother asked Maria. She shifted the
toddler to her other arm.
Maria hadn’t realized that she’d been crying. Or that it was
noticeable. She wiped the tears away with her knuckles. “My-I lost
my mother eleven years ago. Lost everything actually. Sometimes
the grief still slams into me, I’m sorry.”
Mutely, Jade’s mother passed the toddler into Jade’s arms. She
turned back and enveloped Maria in a warm hug. The scent of
honey filled Maria’s nose as the woman pulled away and retrieved
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the toddler from Jade. The little girl gazed with wide eyes at Maria
from across her mother’s shoulders. When Maria waved, the girl
smiled.
Jade rested a hand on Maria’s forearm. “I’m sorry, Maria. I
didn’t know. You probably thought I was such a prick.”
Maria shrugged. “It’s...fine.”
“No, it’s not,” Jade said. Maria noticed the moisture pooling in
Jade’s dark eyes. “I-I really admire your strength to carry on. I don’t
know what I would do if...”
Jade never finished her sentence. After a moment of silence
Maria asked, “What’s an Earth Mother?”
“The Earth Mother,” Jade corrected. She straightened her spine
and continued, “The Earth Mother is the leader of the Arcrust
people. She protects and provides, like any good world leader. To
become an Earth Mother, one must first serve as a scout for a minimum of fifteen years. An Earth Mother ages out once they reach
forty-cycles around the sun, and a new, younger leader takes her
place.”
“That is the way it has been and always will be,” Jade’s father
said.
“Well, Pap—” Jade began.
Jade’s mother opened her mouth, but the toddler began fussing, squirming in her mother’s arms like an earthworm caught on a
fishhook. With an apologetic smile Jade’s mother ducked inside the
tent. Jade’s father shook his huge head at Jade as if to say not now,
before disappearing inside the tent, leaving the two women alone.
“What was that about?” Maria asked, not missing a beat.
“Nothing. Sometimes my pap and I fight over the way things
should be done. That’s all.” Jade flicked her two short dark braids
over her shoulders. “Is there anything else you’d like to see in the
village? I could show you the—”
“Why did you spare me, Jade?”
“What?”
“You could have let me die, like our other crewmates,” Maria
said, crossing her arms in front of her chest. “But you didn’t. So,
why?”
“You saved my life on the way down here. During the storm.”
“I don’t buy that,” Maria said. She paused before continuing,
“You’re not the life-for-a-life type of person. I did what anyone
would have done in that situation, I acted on instinct. So, what’s
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the real reason?”
“Because I don’t want to be like Earth Mother Eva,” Jade said
bitterly.
“Then why did you let the others die?”
Jade couldn’t bring herself to make eye-contact. “I was too late.”
“Why did they have to die? Couldn’t you people just, I don’t
know, erase their minds with some kind of technology? The kind
you seem so proud to own?”
“Watch it,” Jade said. “This isn’t like Men in Black. We aren’t
aliens!”
“Then what are you?”
Jade pulled back from Maria, hurt apparent in her eyes. “Human, of course. Just because we look different and have different
adaptations doesn’t mean we aren’t human at heart.”
Maria shrugged. “It’s hard to tell.”
Jade stepped away from Maria, resting her forehead on Ursus’.
She took a deep breath before approaching Maria once again.
“I’m sorry about what happened. Truly, I am. I saved you because you’re important to me Maria.”
The way Jade so gently said those last five words caused Maria
to take a step back. “Woah. You don’t mean, like, you’re in love
with me, do you?”
Jade remained silent but a light-colored flush appeared on her
cheeks.
“No, no…” Maria began shaking her head. “I mean, there
isn’t...it’s not. I... I just thought we were rivals, barely even friends?
I don’t know!”
“Maria—” Jade began.
Over the hill, Earth Mother Eva appeared, riding on the back
of her own behemoth of a polarcat from earlier. “Sister Jade!” she
called. “Has your friend made a decision?”
“Look, we...we need more time, Earth Mother Eva,” Jade said.
Her eyes flicked frantically from Maria back to the Earth Mother.
Earth Mother Eva clicked her tongue. “We had a deal Sister
Jade,” she said. “I cannot make any more allowances for you.” She
opened her fist to reveal a square device no larger than a flash drive.
Jade’s face paled. Earth Mother clicked the button.
Maria dropped to her knees, her chest constricting. It felt as if
somebody had punctured her lungs. She gasped for air.
“Please! Earth Mother, stop!” Jade said. Fat teardrops rolled
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down her cheeks. Ursus growled, baring his fangs at the Earth
Mother’s polarcat even though it was twice his size. Dried blood
was crusted on its lips.
The sky darkened or maybe it was only Maria’s fading vision.
Jade charged at Earth Mother Eva, knocking the device from
her outstretched hand. She crushed it underneath the heel of her
boot. Whatever force gagging Maria ceased and Antarctica switched
from black to a luminous pale blue again. A cold fury passed over
Earth Mother’s face, her mouth set in a hard line.
“Sister Jade. You know the rules of our society. I am only trying
to protect our people. What makes you so sure she won’t give us
away if we let her leave?”
“I won’t,” Maria said.
Earth Mother Eva turned her head. “You’re lying.” A crowd of
Arcrust men and women formed a ring around Jade and Maria.
Their faces were blank but their eyes traced Maria’s movements.
Jade reached inside her jacket and removed a compass and a flare
from one of the mesh pockets. She handed them to Maria and
said, “The Earth Mother is going to punish me. The RV Eve is 120
degrees east of here. I can buy you some time, but you must leave
now Maria.”
“What am I supposed to tell the others?” Maria asked.
“You’ll think of something.” In one smooth motion Jade
mounted Ursus, clutching his thick neck scruff. “Maria,” Jade said,
turning to look over her shoulder, “Please, keep our secret. I know
things are...complicated...but please, please...I’ve taken such a risk.”
Earth Mother Eva clutched long, slender daggers in each fist.
Ursus tilted his oval-shaped head, his gaze boring into Maria’s
before he was scratched across the face. His eye socket became a
bloody pulp. Ursus rose onto his hind paws and locked in combat
with the Earth Mother’s behemoth of a polarcat with a roar.
“Promise me, Maria, promise me you’ll keep my people safe,”
Jade yelled, now locked in hand-to-hand combat with Earth Mother Eva. The two beasts rushed to the left, creating an opening in the
mob of Arcrust people. Maria didn’t hesitate. Frigid air stung her
cheeks as she ran.
Ice and snow churned underneath her short legs. Risking a
glance behind her she saw a few Arcrust people chasing after her,
riding their own polarcats. Jade and the Earth Mother were still
locked in combat; Jade stabbed the Earth Mother’s thigh. Earth
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Mother Eva howled. Maria heard the staggered breathing of a polarcat behind her, its hot breath on her neck making her skin crawl.
She whipped around and dove to the side, barely avoiding the polarcat’s claws. The Arcrust village skyline was shrouded in snow.
Only one of the villagers had continued to pursue her, the others
went to help Earth Mother Eva or Jade.
Maria didn’t allow herself to think about Jade’s fate. The polarcat snapped at her while its rider shouted. Maria couldn’t understand the rider; her blood rushed in her ears. The polarcat charged
forward, twisting its neck; its gaping jaws bore down on Maria.
Maria didn’t think; she lit the flare. The polarcat reared back, both
it and its rider temporarily blinded. Maria sprinted, refusing to
look behind her, praying to God that today wouldn’t be her day to
die. She clutched the compass so hard it made her hand cramp. She
didn’t dare slow down, even though her skin felt like it was on fire
underneath her heavy clothing.
She could barely breathe, but still she pressed on for miles, until finally the brick-red hull of the RV Eve came into sight. Maria
had never been so happy to see the research vessel in her life. When
she was sure that there weren’t any more hostile polarcats or Arcrust
people chasing her, she removed her research log from the inside of
her neon orange jacket. She scribbled the Arcrust village’s coordinates based on the estimated distance she had travelled.
As Maria trekked the remaining distance toward the RV Eve,
she distracted herself from the cold with thoughts of money. How
much Argentinian Pesos would the government give her for a secret this big? She’d become famous for its discovery. This could be
huge for all of womankind. She thought about the ways she could
help Buenos Aires...no more starving children...no more homeless
families. Buenos Aires could become a utopia.
She felt a pang of guilt as she thought about Jade and her family. Was it wrong to leave her? Jade did tell her to go. Maria shook
her head. Maybe she should order the RV Eve to stay docked so
Jade could find her way back. But the RV Eve needed to leave.
Now. Six-foot swells viciously rocked the boat: left, right, up, and
down. Rodriguez frantically waved at Maria from the observation
deck. Somewhere, deep down, Maria knew Jade wouldn’t be coming back. In the distance Maria heard thunder, eerily reminding
her of a polarcat’s growl.
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Maria stood in Mujeres Argentinas Park. The vivid green blades
of grass tickled her toes, and the afternoon sunlight warmed her
slim shoulders. She kicked a balón de fútbol with a group of eightyear-old boys she mentored. One of them, Juan, suddenly collapsed
and Maria ran over. He mumbled that he hadn’t eaten in two days.
“Pobrecito niño,” Maria whispered, helping him to his feet.
She walked him over to a food cart selling Choripán and bought
him three. Then she bought twenty more to share with the boys,
and an additional twenty to take back with her to the shelter.
In the distance the horns of research vessels and navy boats bellowed as they headed south. Argentinian air force jets roared above,
leaving a southern trail of jet-smoke in their wake.
Maria thanked God for her incredible discovery. And for Jade’s
sacrifice.
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SPILLWAY
Jeffrey Gustafson

Trigger warning: suicide

Somewhere around midnight, I decide to borrow my brother’s
car and drive from his place just outside Tulsa to the first place I
remember Dad taking me fishing, Quapaw Point at Skiatook Lake.
As I drive, I remember the elementary school that I attended way
back when I was a youngling. There was a poster just outside the
cafeteria with cutesy graphics proclaiming, “April Showers Bring
May Flowers!” I had pointed out to my first-grade teacher that it
rhymed, which impressed her, because our class hadn’t yet gotten
to the concept of rhyming. I was lucky, Granny had taken the effort
to teach me to read (with the assistance of one Ted Geisel) before I
ever set foot in a classroom. His stories were fun, exciting, and the
illustrations had always made me curious how the black squiggles
around them might explain the antics splayed across the pages. I
suppose by then, those stories were old hat, but considering how
many generations grew up with those stories, is it any wonder that
cat memes are all the rage on the internet to this day? Memories
like this always crop up at unexpected moments. Somewhere in
the transition from those days to the nominal adult I’m supposed
to be, I learned the trick of quashing them, or at least redirecting
them to a place where I can deal with them later. As quick as that
memory is quashed, another takes its place, a moment of pride for
my brother. He’s come so far from his attempt to replicate a baking
soda and vinegar volcano using instead far too much alcohol and
medication. That leads to me thinking of Mom taking a bulk-sized
bottle of aspirin and riding against traffic on a bike. I vehemently
shake off this line of thought.
My brother’s wedding is a couple days from now, and given
everyone’s schedule, I very conveniently arrived just after the bachelor party with enough time to relax before the ceremony. Somehow, being at your younger brother’s bachelor party seemed to be
very awkward in my mind. I’m the oldest of four, and somehow,
the whole marriage thing never really set in for me. He’s already
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had two boys with his now-fiancée, and Mom is still giving him
grief over that fact. Better to be together for several years and then
officially tie the knot once both of you are
(relatively) sure that you’ll be able to at least tolerate each other in
between bouts of attempting to raise children. Raise kids or raise
Cain; seemed to be the only options Mom thought her kids would
have while we were still under her roof. (She was less-than-proud
when one of her daughters figured out a way to half-ass both at
once with the results you might expect.)
I’m supposed to be in town a week at most, and Dad had
the tremendous foresight to point me toward the local gas station
to grab a temporary six-day fishing license. Being Oklahoma, of
course, you can get one of those at just about any gas station, big
box, or outdoors store. You can even get proper beer that’s been
chilled at some of those places now, which wasn’t the case last time
I was in the neighborhood. Progress!
About a half-hour after leaving my brother’s house, I find the
left-hand turn off the “highway” to Hominy onto a paved road that
acts as one gateway to Skiatook Lake. This road in particular leads
to the spillway from which the lake’s overflow is channeled and
eventually makes its way into the Mississippi. The spillway is essentially a giant tube that can regulate the level of the lake, assuming
normal conditions. On either side of the opening, there are large
concrete walls that guide the water out into a basin with sloped
concrete slabs. There are a couple levels of walkway all around this
basin, with the slope allowing traversal between a lower level flanking either side of the normal channel from the lake above, and an
upper level for when the lake’s level needs to be reduced in a hurry.
These slabs persist for maybe a hundred feet along the water on the
far side of the spillway from the parking lot above before they give
way to large rocks which follow the outlet until the slope evens
out to a more natural-looking creek. The slabs lining the slope just
underneath the parking lot stretch for hundreds of feet, with a set
of stairs connecting both levels of the channel on the side of the
parking lot nearer the mouth of the spillway, and a long access
ramp cutting diagonally toward the bottom of the stairs from the
other side of the lot. An emergency channel carved out of a large
hill just above the spillway serves as a final measure to ensure a
maximal level for the lake in the event of catastrophic overfill. In
either case of drainage, a klaxon will sound multiple times before
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the water level begins to rise.
I park my brother’s car on the side of the lot close to the stairs.
There is a lamp at either end of the lot, illuminating the ways down,
making it a little easier to see into the trunk as I rummage for the
tiny tackle kit I had just before I left home, which my brother
had inherited. I had packed a small fishing pole in the trunk, but
thought about leaving the tackle and pole in the car for a moment.
I decided to take them. Some people might go fishing their entire
lives without realizing it’s not the fish they’re after; it seemed a
shame to drive all the way out here and not at least throw a few
casts. Someone else must’ve had the same idea, as there’s a black
pickup on the far side of the lot, parked just within the dim edge
of the lamp’s light. I inspect the pole, its line, and its hook under
the lamp. Aside from a rusted hook, everything looks good. It takes
me a moment of fidgeting with the hook and trying to remove it
before I remember there’s a very small razor blade tucked away in
my old kit. I lop off the hook at the end of the line, stashing it in
an empty compartment of the kit. Too many of my friends growing
up have stories about running around barefoot and landing a hook
carelessly cast upon the ground by a lazy fisherman. Those stories
come to my recall easily; less so is the knot Granddad taught me for
tying hooks to fishing line. I close my eyes and think back to the
last time I saw him, several years ago just before he began the long
recline to his final rest. Further back, to when we drove through
the Garden of the Gods, further back to fishing at a park around
Larkspur, and the memory of the knot pops back into my head.
My fingers don’t have the practice of tying fisherman’s knots as they
used to, so it takes multiple tries for me to get a knot I’m satisfied
with. I thread one of the fluorescent neon worms from my tackle
kit through the hook, reattach the hook onto one of the loops of
the pole so it’s not a hazard swinging about, and close the trunk. I
lock the car the old-fashioned way by using the key into the driver’s
door rather than the fob dangling from the keychain. Seems rude
to use the button and have the car honk at this godforsaken hour,
disturbing the owner of the pickup at the far end of the lot.
There is a single light at the furthest part of the upper walkway’s
curve over the channel, carved into the hill and reinforced with
concrete that even in this light feels as ancient as it did the first time
I came here as a kid. All around this area are trees, beyond the edge
of any of the illumination here, but I know they’re still there by the
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rustling I hear in the gentle breeze. There are two giant piers made
of the same solid concrete at either side of the channel, accessible
from the upper walkway. Fencing and rails round the edge of the
walkway as a boundary to ward off accidental falls into the mouth
of the spillway below. The walkways are accessible by small gates
with child-resistant latches and have rails on the sides overlooking
the channel and end. The third side on each, facing the concrete
slopes into the lower level have no rail, something I always wondered about every time we came here fishing growing up.
I had always been curious about fishing from one of these piers
growing up after I saw someone doing just that on one of our many
trips here. The single light from the back of the walkway didn’t
quite reach to the edge of the piers, but a telltale speck of light at
the end of the far pier that flickered for the length of lighting a
cigarette told me that someone else was indeed here; great minds
think alike, I guess. Well, I was now an adult, without pesky parents
to stop me, so I made my way down the stairs to the landing and
followed the well-worn dirt path to the upper level of the channel.
I made my way to the gate of the closer pier and took a look at the
latch. Not terribly difficult to unlatch, I opened the gate and called
out into the darkness with just enough volume to be heard over the
gentle roar of water below, “Hey, out there.”
A non-committal grunt, followed by, “’Sup,” from where I had
seen the flicker of a lighter moments ago.
“Just wanting to make sure you know I’m here; don’t wanna
spook ya.”
“’Preciate it.” I thought I could hear a bit of tremble in his
voice.
I unhooked the line from the loop of the pole, wrapping the
line around one of my fingers and tugging gently upon the line and
the hook to make sure I had tied the knot properly. Last thing I
need to do at this point is lose my Okie cred by nailing some poor
dude who thought he was going to get some solid alone time from
his life with a hook to the side of his head. Then again, given the
stories I’ve heard from my uncles, something like that might actually max it out. Either way, I’m not here to rock the boat. I cast my
line into the darkness below.
There’s a heavy sigh from the other pier, and the distinct pop
and fizz of a can of beer being opened that reverberates off all the
concrete and rocks, helped by the amphitheater-like construction
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of the walkway carved out of the hill behind us. I pat the large
pocket of the jacket I’m wearing, checking to see if I’ve brought
my flask. It’s there, and I make a mental note that I’m feeling okay
based on the notion that my check on the contents is half-full rather than half-empty. I hold my flask up in a futile motion as if to
toast. “Cheers,” I say, managing the trick of opening the flask with
one hand, then taking a swallow, pole still in the other hand. I may
or may not have a lot of practice at that party trick.
“Sure, why not? Cheers.” His voice is flat, almost resigned. I’ve
heard this register before. I can’t quite place it yet, but somewhere
in my brainpan, it’s as if a single cloister bell began ringing softly
upon noting this.
I reel my line back in, slowly, twitching my pole to either side
as I do so, then remember I have the wrong kind of lure for that to
possibly work. “You seem about as enthused as the fish.”
“Yeah, I suppose.” A long beat. “But ya know, that’s my right.”
Another pause. I throw another cast, and another flicker of light to
my right catches my attention. I turn my head very slightly in that
direction, taking note of a dark red ballcap (thankfully not one of
those caps) and flannel overshirt the same color before the light
flickered out again. “Hey, buddy, you wouldn’t happen to smoke,
would ya?”
“Afraid not.”
“Eh, whatever. Got plenty of Bud here.” It took me a moment
to remember there was a difference between bud and Bud. “Want
one?”
“Nah. Not much of a beer guy. Even when I’m in the mood,
I’m kinda bit of a beer snob.” That at least got a chuckle out him,
forlorn as it was.
“Beer snob? Now I heard ever’thing. What, Bud not good
enough for ya?” Another chuckle, bit less forlorn and maybe even
a hint of mirth around the edges.
“Nope,” I say. “Not enough alcohol or taste in it. Three-two
just don’t do it for me unless you’re using it to cook with. Got a
friend that makes some mean beer pancakes with PBR, though.”
“Really? Never knew you could do that with beer. Wonder if
Bud would work?”
“Can’t see why it wouldn’t. Might even taste better; he made
those pancakes with a vanilla porter once, best ones he ever made.”
“Vanilla porter? What’s that, some kinda hippie fruit drink?”
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“Nah, good beer. Real good beer. Guinness Extra Stout, too,
very good.” Laughs from my right. I let him go for a bit, listening
to his laughter echo off the concrete while I lean onto the rail. I
begin reeling my line in, noticing his laughter subsiding.
“Aight, what’s a beer snob like you do when you go someplace
that don’t have no fancy beer?”
“Most places have Sam Adams, at least, pretty decent for a national brand. Can find that damn near anywhere.”
He takes this into consideration. “Yeah, I know that one. My
brother swears by it. Pretty good, but just outta my spending
range.” This is punctuated by another echoing pop. “Sure you don’t
want one?”
“I got a flask with some Crown in it, but thanks,” I say. Swish,
flick, the whir of line leaving spool, a splash barely audible among
the dark flow below us.
“That’s some good stuff right there. Have a bit of that at home,
wife really likes it. Sneak a bit of it myself, sometimes.” Another
flicker of light.
“Thought you said you were out?”
“Doc gave me a green card.” After a beat, he sheepishly adds,
“Help my back out.” Ten years of living in Boulder suddenly come
rushing to my head with the smell of cannabis wafting across the
spillway. There’s a long moment during which I reel back in, cast,
and think I hear a sound almost like the exhale of someone who’s
taken a fork in their story and forgot to quicksave beforehand.
“You follow ball at all?” I say to break the lull, then take another swallow, the burn down my throat comforting me against a chill
that has suddenly set in.
“Yeah. Chiefs looking good, still. Maybe good enough ever’body stop talking ’bout the fucking Pats, finally. That Mahomes
kid is alright.”
“Been hoping somebody come around to make us forget about
the Pats for over ten years, now. Might finally be time. More of a
hockey guy, myself.”
“Really? Pa grew up in Minnesota, used to love the North Stars,
he said. They still around?”
“They moved to Dallas almost thirty years ago, dropped the
’North’ outta their name. Won it all twenty years back, too.”
“I remember Pa being real excited about that. Di’n’t realize was
the same team. Makes sense, though. Who you root for?”
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“Avs all the way. Family moved to Colorado over twenty years
back, new bosses gave us tickets to see them from a luxury box.
Won it all that year, been hooked ever since. Unlike the fish, here.”
Guffaws from across the channel.
“Ain’t gonna catch a thing here, tonight, man!”
I let this bout of laughter at my expense subside and give one
last try at performative fishing. “That’s fine, some of us go fishing
our entire lives without realizing it’s not the fish we’re after.” There’s
a long quiet.
“Hey, man, I know we don’t know each other, and I think that
might make this easy for me to say to ya, if you don’t mind.”
“Sure, shoot.” Another flicker from my right, across the way,
accompanied by the smell of “bud” wafting through the spillway. I
reel my line in for the last time; I’m not here for the fish anymore. I
hook the line onto the pole. Another swallow from the flask.
“Man, I’m at the end of my rope. Lost my job a while back
’cause of the virus, trouble at home with the wife. Watched Pa die
over a screen ’cause we couldn’t be with him, gasping for air the
whole way.” He chokes up a bit. “Lost my only baby girl to some
fuckwad, used her up and left her with the kids to run off to the
next prettier fling.” His voice is again flat, devoid of the mirth, the
warmth, like the voice of the condemned on their way to the chair
down the Mile.
His voice begins to crescendo, continuing, “I know I’m supposed to be a man, supposed to just carry on like none of this affects me, but God dammit, I’m just a man!” There’s a loud ruckus,
and I hear something scrape off the concrete and feel the slight
echo of it bounce off the pier I’m standing on.
The internal cloister bell is ringing again – no, that’s a klaxon.
I’ve heard that once here before, long ago, on a family fishing trip. I
remember asking Dad what it was, and he said they were probably
opening up the spillway to let out all the water the lake had built
up. He got us to the car in a hurry.
“Hey, I think we should maybe get outta here.” Now I remember why I remembered the sign from first grade; the lake report had
Skiatook Lake over capacity, along with just about every other lake
the Corps of Engineers had built in the region. Big rainy season,
apparently, biggest that anyone in the family could remember, and
I’m just now remembering this.
“Nah. Might be a sign from God. Saying it’s time for me to
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come home.”
I rack my brain for a response that doesn’t belittle what this
guy’s gone through. The klaxon sounds again, twice now. “No,” I
begin, “that’s not necessarily what this is.”
“Sure it is. Can’t see Pa and Ash again if I off myself, now. Can’t
be me that does it.”
Well, shit. I was hoping it would be that easy; never hurts to
try. But another thought comes to me. “Nah, this is a test from the
Boss Upstairs.” My mind races, thinking back to all the Sunday
school my aunts dragged me to back when I was a kid, back to the
“My First Bible” that Granny had bought me with all the pictures
and the bright red cover and the blue carrying handle on its spine.
“Like Job.”
“Job?” he says. “Who’s that?”
“From the Bible. Y’know, guy who lost his family, lost his farm,
everything, still believed, still kept his faith? He came out better for
it in the end. Family, money, long life. Everything a man back then
could want.”
“Not sure that He exists anymore.” Three klaxons now, accompanied by a dull roar below steadily gaining volume. “Never
bothered to help me up to now, why would He choose now of all
times?”
“Fine, maybe you’re right.” It’s beginning to get difficult to keep
my voice calm and at a volume that can be heard over the water.
Was that a spray from below I just felt? “Do you not find it weird
that someone randomly shows up here while you’ve been thinking
about all that?” Another flicker, but the slap of water rising against
concrete and its spray is drowning out the smell. Or maybe it’s the
urgency I’m feeling to get out of here forcing me to concentrate on
trying to get this stranger to move so that I can move with a clear
conscience. Maybe the water isn’t rising as quick as my paranoia is
bawling about. Maybe I still have time.
“Yeah, actually. That is weird. Why’d you come here?” His voice
is calm now, possibly resignation to his chosen fate. My voice, maybe less so, even through the compulsion to try and help a guy see a
reason to live. Kinda hard to walk away from someone at the end
of the rope without an honest try to pull them back in.
“I mentioned earlier sometimes we’re not here for the fishing. I
haven’t been back here since I was a kid, wanted to see what it was
like at some ungodly hour, couldn’t sleep, wanted some peace to
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think on things.” I’m sure I can feel the water’s flow pulse through
the pier beneath my feet and hear it dashing against the stones
further down the channel. I try and casually turn around to see if
I can glean where the water level is with the single light from the
walkway. It’s not as bad as paranoia is telling me; I remember fishing here when the water level was higher. “Been through some shit
myself. Now the virus hullaballoo quieted just a touch, figured I
could finally get some time away, get some thinking done. Reassess
life, y’know?” As optimistic as I’m trying to be, the water is definitely getting louder. I glance behind me again, to check if the gate
has closed itself on me. It hasn’t, so I mentally add a few seconds to
the dwindling few I can spare here.
“Yeah. I get ya. That’s what I was doing. I think I’m at peace
with it, now.” He’s managing to keep a semblance of serenity in
his voice, voluminous and clear, even amidst the tumult of water,
spray, echoes, and my own rising manic urge to get the hell out
of there. Or maybe there’s no managing in his voice and it just is.
Either way, no sense in both of us drowning if we aren’t both ready
to make that journey to take a peek behind the curtain and see if
there really is some sort of wizard running it all, or just another
man, or no one at all. My curiosity at finding that out has been
higher than this moment, so I grab the railing with both hands to
steady myself. To hell with the pole; if it can’t fit in a jacket pocket
like the tackle kit, it can be left behind. I can’t see anything across
the channel on the other pier.
“Hey, out there! Still here?” That was definitely a splash of water
on my hand. Maybe the water level is rising faster than I thought.
“Yep,” drawled the darkness. “You should get outta here. You
don’t seem ready, yet.”
One last try. “Living’s a helluva challenge. Day in, day out,
making some sort of meaning of it all. You sure you’re ready to lay
that one down, take on the challenge of dying, answering to Peter
at the gates?” I can feel water lapping at my shoes, seeping in, soaking my socks, so I start shuffling my feet toward the back of the
upper level, not daring to lift a foot off of the solid mass beneath
me or let go of the railing until I’m back through the gate. I keep
my eyes fixed on the gate and the light behind it, and not at the
water that’s still rising. I cast my voice, now to the left, toward the
opposite pier one last time. “What will you say?”
I think I hear a response, but by now my brain is so hopped
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up on adrenaline and focused on flight that whatever response he
made doesn’t register. The water is now up to my knees, and I can
feel a slight pull downstream, and the old voices that have tempted
so many of my family past the veil start calling to me again, as loud
as I’ve ever heard them, shriller than all the music, calling to me,
and to me alone. I choose to try to be better than that, better than
Mom, better than my brother and their sightseeing tours through
their own tailored valleys of the shadow of death. There is no more
light to guide my next steps forward, no guide save whatever footfalls I can reconstruct from memory through the decrescendo of
the voices behind me dashing against the stones below. I feel my
feet touch the concrete landing of the stairs that lead up to the car,
look up and see the lamp illuminating the top of the stairs above,
stumble up a few steps, rejoicing in the sound of sloshing steps
without a current around my legs.
I’m not sure how long it took to get from the pier to the top of
the stairs. Maybe a couple of minutes, maybe an eternity or two.
I remember an exultant collapse into the grass just off the asphalt
of the lot, feeling the chill again, flat on my back among the stars
suspended on stalks of green and amber, staring at the dewdrops in
the midnight fields above, and the otherwise blinding halogen sun
just out of view. When at last I manage to stand again, I remember
the smell of green wafting up from the spillway, and there above
the shore, I sit down, and I weep.
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RUST BLOOMING
Alec Bartell

Blennly said to start simple, really that I only need to worry about the who, what, when, where. I needn’t worry about the
particulars, like mandarins and oranges. Last session, he told me
I exist in front of everything, when Dad and Mom and me was
Dad, Mom, me, and you Samantha—before the jury got all decided about Dad’s arrest and even before your accident, back when we
were still a family. Blennly is my therapist now, Sam.
Blennly is a pudgy, odd man who always uses silly analogies.
Last week, after the usual offer of tea—I always ask for peppermint—he told me to picture my mind as a filing cabinet. An extraordinary one, he said. The purpose now in writing this narrative
is to put all names and labels in all the right places. Each to their
drawer, each to their file.
I wasn’t explicitly told to write the narrative to you, but I haven’t gone to see you in a while. So much has changed. I get so frustrated, I keep forgetting to replace the Lilies at your grave. Sometimes Mom does it when my head gets cloudy. I should’ve started
with I’m sorry. I never wanted all that to be my fault.
Blennly said it isn’t. Circumstances arose. I was merely an actor in an evolving war between Dad and Mom and the Great Recession. But I still feel to blame. Who could take that away? I’m
hinged on it somehow.
I know you were closer to Dad, but I don’t visit him. I wish
you could see Mom now though. Her hair is closer to gray than the
brown with highlights. Gray in a pewter kind of way. I helped her
move into her new house the other week. Ten years of bankruptcy
and she could finally buy one. I can tell she is proud, but I still
don’t know how she did it. We were so hungry when it was only
me and her left. She’d just lost her job, along with everyone else at
Countrywide Financial. She’d been clever and bought everything
she thought of value at the whole San Diego County’s vast number
of panicking yard sales. And it worked for a while. Got us into a
rental when the house foreclosed. Yard-salers collapsed into des30 • Alec Bartell

peration. There wasn’t any value in sentimentality.
Some nights I sat in the strange new kitchen and waited for
Mom to come home from a “date.” Our old dining room chairs
stung my bare back from the cold metal, but it kept me awake long
enough for leftovers. The new apartment didn’t have an upstairs, it
was the upstairs. I didn’t have a room. I had a curtained off section
of the overcrowded living room. Some nights she wouldn’t come
home. I’d hear her walk up the outside concrete stairwell as the sun
rose. I’d microwave the leftovers for breakfast.
Mom was lonely then. I think she’s also lonely now. While we
were moving boxes in to her new place, I found her leaning on
one, crying. She said she’d never meet someone. And something
about being tired carting around everyone’s cardboard “bullshit.”
She kept saying it was too late. She’d never meet anyone. I averted
my eyes the more she asked me to just look at her. She trapped
me in an ugly present and an uglier future. I reminded her Dad’s
getting out of prison soon. That was salient enough.We quietly
ate Subway sandwiches. Afterward, I told Blennly I forgot how to
swim. I guess I’m telling you now—the tide is coming and I don’t
know how to swim.
Good Grief.
I didn’t write the past few days. I took them off from work
because I didn’t know writing would affect me this bad. I put my
notebook atop our childhood veneer dresser. The crayon you drew
on it faded and it started to crumble wood flakes. Oh how I hated
you, calling you a tomboy devil. You beat on Dad’s leg saying I hit
you. And he spanked me: never hit a girl. Still makes me laugh. I
think I was trying to hide the notebook from myself, up on top the
dresser. And it worked for a bit. I decided to visit your grave, but
the caretaker said I could only stay till six. I asked him what day
it is and he said Sunday. Three days I locked myself in dark, bare
walls of my studio apartment. The evening sun still shone. I didn’t
even end up seeing you. I sat on the old oak tree’s swing until I felt
better.
I brought the notebook, planning to write in the cemetery, but
ended up going to a café an hour ago. I don’t much feel like writing
now, but I’ve been looking out the window at this tree. I’ve got to
write something down.
The window’s glass has invisible wrinkles inside, distorting the
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tree in the parking lot. I can bob my head a little and make the tree
sway in waves.
Mom and Dad’s bickering got worse when you’d gone comatose. They eventually separated. Dad went to downtown San Diego. I stayed with Mom in Escondido.
I saw his hand bandaged one weekend I was spending with
him. I asked over and over, what had happened, what had happened, what had happened? He was bellyful of “just stop fucking
asking, jeez Earl.” I’d not seen him this agitated at me. But I was
getting somewhere, so I kept asking. His apartment was a disaster.
It had been getting that way for awhile, but during that visit, it
clicked into place, he needed to clean. In one corner, the old plastic bins for Christmas decorations was dumped of its ornaments.
I noticed, on the fridge, a little heart you made in first grade that
said, “luv you daddy.”
Dad took his old Astrovan when he moved downtown—the
one that we took for all our trips as kids. One weekend night, I
woke up from a nightmare on his couch. Dad got his knee blown
to bits, I don’t remember why, I just kept trying to keep the pieces
and flaps together with my hand, but like a wilting Bougainvillea
flower, bone kept showing through, muddying my palms into a
dull brick red.
I am going to be better than our father. He gets out of prison
this week. I wish he’d stay away. I want him gone forever. Gone and
to stay gone.
Dad’s out. He’s living at Mom’s. I haven’t visited yet. Don’t
know that I want to. When I woke from that nightmare in his
apartment, I went looking for him. I knocked on his bedroom
door, but Dad wasn’t in his home. I thought he might’ve been seeing someone. I don’t think he was stable then. Not enough for a
relationship. I went out his patio and heard the sand wash away
into the Pacific.
I blew up at work today. Got fired.
Pizza delivery - could apply. (760) 471-9800.
Said to bring resume (4/13).
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Samantha, I don’t want to do this shit anymore. Am I the only
one growing up? This whole family and I am the only one that
learned the past didn’t work? No, I am not frantic. Thank you very
much Mother. Sam, I hate her.
I hope my phone breaks and the line just rings and rings like
a cap gun’s bullets. I hate this. I hate Mom. I need to wake up. I
keep having dreams. My teeth fall out faster than I put them back
into their sockets. At that point, I tell myself to wake up. I’m at that
point now. I wish I could just sleep at night.
Rain.
Rain through window. Rain through purple curtains.
Sam, our dad dealt drugs; specifically cocaine. I found a bag in
the glove compartment. I learned later, the money made from selling kept you alive. You were hooked up to all these scary machines.
Costed a lot of money. I didn’t know or I wouldn’t have told him
to stop. He told me he mostly transported. I happened to see the
little he peddled.
But I did tell him to stop.
Thinking back now, a kid I knew of in high school was found
on a bloody mountain of cocaine. That was four years ago at some
rental house. I can’t help but wonder if Dad had ever sold him any.
Got him hooked. A complacency where Dad might have forgot to
ask for an ID. Every year on the sixth, I think about how his family
said it was just a heart condition. I tried looking him up once. They
wanted his name to be associated to ASU’s varsity football team,
not to be slandered and connected to Flagstaff’s lowest. Another
complacency. I wonder what his younger brother found out—I
wonder what he thinks.
I went for a walk at my apartment complex. I was thinking,
there was no way I couldn’t tell Mom about Dad. I was young
and he wouldn’t stop dealing. It seemed natural that she would be
the one to make him. That’s how I killed you. Mom couldn’t keep
you on support herself. Not after she lost her job in the following
months. I can’t help thinking you might have woken up later had
Dad not been arrested. I swear one time at the hospice, I saw your
eyes flutter.
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I had told Dad to stop selling and Mom fought with him. Over
and over and over she asked he wanted both of us taken away.
How could she say that while I was still in the room? I didn’t want
to think of you as gone, not yet at least. I left to walk down to a
7-Eleven for a Slurpee. It was still going on when I got back. They
fought for a week. I watched my childhood home turn into a war
zone. The next door grandma stopped me one day, asking if everything was okay. I said, yes of course. Nothing to worry about
Ma’am.
The next day a police car was parked in our driveway. I just got
back from swim practice. I stayed outside and hid in the strip of
trees between our house and Grouchy Larry’s. I tossed my bag on
the ground. A cloud rose up since the soil was closer to dust.
Police took Dad away. He didn’t turn to look back at the
old house. I think he was crying.

ing. The garden is quiet. Hard not to notice an absence of sound. I
think I want to volunteer and help keep something like that going.
Visitors respect one another’s sensibilities. Some sit. Others walk
around and look at flowers or the view. You can smell the ocean
up there. The ocean and hyacinths. I liked the people who sat still.
Is that why you drank, Sam?—to find a stillness? Or was it
just what everyone you knew at the time did? Dad didn’t stop you
if he did know, and I think he did. I don’t know why Mom ever
married him. He is so childish. Mom is so not. Did going to youth
group—long after we stopped attending church—fill your sense
of community. When I was in high school, youth group threw the
wildest parties. I just want to know what you thought leaving the
house with enough alcohol in your blood to stagger me now. And
why would you drive alone anyways, touting only a permit. What
the hell were you thinking?

Blennly prescribed me Zoloft. I only took it once, then spent
the whole evening reading horror stories on a drug interaction forum. I feel worse taking more of them. The pills become your life.
I am supposed to meet up with Dad on my birthday. Twenty five
is a big year. I don’t have much to greet it with. I live near Palomar
College still and plan to go if I could get myself to.

Blennly calls these reaction induced intrusive memories and
uncontrollable thoughts. That all sounds scary and I don’t know
what it all means. I like to call it time travel.
I remember riding down to Mexico. I was young then. Dad
chewed on sunflowers seeds. He spat them into an empty lime
Gatorade bottle. Mom sat passenger, filing her nail. You spent two
weeks down in Mexico on a short-term mission trip. Mom asked
me what I was humming in the car, but I was too embarrassed to
admit “Yellow Submarine” revolved around and around my head.
When we stopped for gas, she wouldn’t buy me a Conchas
sweet bread, even though I’d never tried it. I held my breath and
screamed through closed lips, bouncing my legs up and down in
my carseat. I was seeing speckles in black from not breathing before
she ran and got the Saran wrapped bread. It was dry and a little
stale.
The back of the car was filled with cans collected from our
church drive. Instead of a bus driving the youths on mission home,
our congregation decided to field trip down to Mexico to minister
to the community near Santa Isabel, handing out all sorts of goods
like soups and tooth brushes and body wash and toilet paper rolls.
Those that donated were entered into a raffle for a hundred dollars
to Crowned Pitaya, a now closed-down fine dining restaurant. All
the donations went to our church plant.
But before we picked you up, before you got out of the bus and

Hiring: Receptionist @ country club, bookseller, Cold Stone
(near Edward’s Theater), Newton Brother’s, Ellipses Apparel, Donut place (!!)
I’m twenty five. Dad asked me if I regret how I grew up. I said
there wasn’t anything to do about it now. He asked me what he
should have done differently. Um, I don’t know… fucking anything. I told him there are silver linings and dark clouds everywhere.
He misses you Sam. He said it a couple times. The lines on
his forehead wrinkle deeper. He shuffles more and looks more like
Grandpa. Made me want to cry. We only saw each other for about
three hours.
I found this garden near Moonlight Beach—it’s farther up the
cliffs. A Buddhist community maintains it. I asked about it and a
bald man there said volunteers and donations keep the place go34 • Alec Bartell
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told us all stories where you almost had your phone stolen, or built
those tiny houses, or served food to people seeking sanctuary (Did
you hear their hungry breaths? Did you hear them dissipate?), or
showed us pictures, and before the click of the Astrovan’s cassette
player signaled its end, we pulled up to the designated empty dirt
lot where our church agreed to meet. Across the street, I saw Mr.
and Mrs. Pierson’s Town and Country van at a burger stand.
We walked over and Mom bought me a soda. She said it tastes
better down here.
Jarritos Mandarin, bottle a smoking gun. I was so thirsty, I
drank it down despite it burning like rust blooming.
I was nervous. The trip was one of the first times you had been
away longer than a week. I was afraid I’d forgotten who you were.
I wanted to be in your proximity and remember. I wanted to hear
your excitement to see our dog, and listen to you say I’m annoying.
But I wouldn’t. I was pulled out of that burger stand’s picnic
table, pulled out of that lot, pulled out of Mexico, pulled back to
Escondido to childhood house empty of furniture for the first time,
pulled into your car going 70 mph in a 35, tears streaming down
your face. And you shout. I am floating out of your car as you
scream, watching the flames spark inside the car’s metal. I watch
the sirens and people pull your body from the crumpled car. They
thought you were still alive and I hated them for letting us believe
it.
I see myself as a boy standing there in front of everything and
the me floating as a child is terrified. I watch as you float towards
me to hold my small hand. The days pass and pass. We are still
holding hands, but I see orange rust creep up the wrinkles in the
car’s back door. The rust is consumption, withering the metal back
inside of itself. The child me cries. I hug him. The brittle frame
breaks into flakes of rust, sinking beneath earth.
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GOOD MOURNING MARY
Maddelyn Black

Mary woke up to petulant mews. She blinked her eyes into
focus, the world a bruised color. She brought her dry hands up
to the weight on her chest, feeling the fur of her unconventional
alarm, Mr. Mittens. The gray American shorthair licked her hand
and started to rub his face against it.
Mary sighed. This is why she hated sleeping in the guest room.
The little cat door left by the previous tenants seemed so cute when
Mr. Mittens was a kitten, but his food aggression became far more
apparent as he grew older. They switched the door from the main
room to the guest room, thinking it would be a good enough solution. Who wants to buy a new door?
Then, Mark and she would fight, then he would go to bed first.
She would be stuck in the guest room, where the damn cat could
wake her up too damn early. God, this fight wasn’t even about anything important, just about who would pick up his mother from
the airport. Well, really, it was about Mark doing more around the
house, but of course, that's never where the fight stayed.
She looked to the dingy nightstand on her left. How early did
Mr. Mittens wake her this time?
The red light showed 6:13 a.m.
A deep, tired groan filled the room. Mary picked the brat up
from her warm lap and lightly tossed him down on the worn russet
rug. It was something she still marveled at. After owning dogs for
so many years, the idea that you could toss your pet to the ground
rather than assist them down was so strange. They got Mr. Mittens
when her dachshund, Lady Meyer, died 5 years ago. That little
sausage needed assistance getting down curbs on sidewalks. She
missed having dogs. Due to Mark's allergies, they can't have one.
Still, he medicated himself heavily when she moved in with Lady
Meyer early in the marriage. The old girl made it only six months.
She cried when they buried her. Mark held her hand.
Shaking herself from her thoughts, she exited the guest room
and used the guest bathroom. She peed, then brushed her teeth—
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years of having braces hammered in the constant idea of consistent
dental hygiene. There was a pink toothbrush at every sink for her
to use. It made mornings easier to cope with after a fight.
Then she walked upstairs to their room. Quietly she entered,
careful to close the door so the cat didn't wake them both up.
Mary preemptively turned off the sonic alarm clock. There was
no reason for the scream of the alarm clock to sound as if she was
already up.
Mary looked to her right and observed the mousy, balding head
of her husband. The bastard was sleeping like a baby. He had his
quilted queen comforter wrapped entirely around him, a physical
barrier between him and the world. Her husband's husky build laid
prone. The gentle rise and fall of his chest was his only greeting.
She was grateful- she wasn’t ready to hear him talk. He should be
the one to pick up Lindsey; she was right, damn it.
Though, she would later wake him. She gave the figure a small
smile. Perhaps she would wake him just in time for him to rush to
get ready, but not enough to be late.
Mary made her way back to the guest bathroom, feet silent
against the thick carpet. She closed the door behind her. Mary
shucked off her hair tie; her hair remained in a clump on her head.
The clatter of various plastic products echoed in the confined space
before she grabbed her prize, a soft pink brush covered in oil, dried
gel, and her yarn hair. Her hair crunched as she brushed out the
long blonde strands as the brush gained a new mass of platinum
blonde strands.
She once thought it was so disrespectful that Mark wouldn’t
properly clean the sink after shaving. Still, looking down at all the
loose, broken hair from her head on the counter, she understood.
Nothing quite informed oneself of their age like seeing lightening
hairs on the white ceramic. She still ran her hand along the counter
and sink to get most of it, but she didn’t spend any time properly
wiping down the counter.
Her t-shirt and sweats clomped on the ground, her leg swiftly
bunching it in the corner where her other clothes and linens laid.
Mary entered the khaki tile shower as though the place most people greet the day should be as dull as humanely possible. Taking
a deep breath, she faced the nozzle directly, closed her eyes, and
turned it a quarter way up to the right.
Mary’s skin tightened as the ice water first stabbed at her.
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While she hated her morning ritual, there was never enough hot
water in this apartment for two warm showers. The things she does
for that man- and that he would never notice it. She had found
that sharing a shower is not nearly as sexy as one hoped, so this
was the best option. Resisting the urge to step out of the mist, she
forced herself to remain. Her arms rapidly rubbed her skin, and
quickly she rinsed her body. She stepped backed, the involuntary
shivers of her body punishing her. She inhaled deeply and walked
back under the spray, and rinsed her head. Her bleached hair was
eager for the water.
Mary exited the guest bathroom, her hair wrapped in a blue
towel, her body huddled in a fluffy white robe, and looked at the
clock in the hall. The hands showed that it was close to 6:30 am. It
could be later; the clock was more of a decorative piece. She walked
to the guest room and opened the dresser to find it empty again.
Mark forgot to load her up on clean clothes again. Mary wasn’t particularly surprised. Mark became very “forgetful” whenever they
had a fight, especially if it was about the division of household
chores. Similar, she supposed, to how she always “forgot” to vacuum in straight lines when they were fighting. Love and war…
She made her way to the kitchen, now debating whether to
turn on the sonic alarm again and set it an hour late. She argued
with herself about doing this when Mark forgot to do household
things. She never did it, but it was certainly fun to think about.
Perhaps, she would when if he really thought he could make her
get up at 4 a.m. and pick up Lindsey.
She ran her right hand against the wall and flipped the light
switch, which washed the apartment's main room in light.
She heard Mr. Mittens’ indignant chirp before she saw His
Majesty splayed across the couch, his belly exposed. The maroon
couch's surface was riddled with loose threads, tears, and dusted
with a fine sheet of gray fur. Mark and she rarely sat on that fur factory. The cat tree remained a pristine collection of midnight yarn
and carpet behind Mr. Mittens, precisely as it had been when they
bought it three years ago.
Mary grabbed the near-empty cereal container of tiny brown
pellets from the panty and put them on the island. Mr. Mittens
sprung onto the counter and jabbed his sought-out treasure. Mary
headed to the cabinet, where she grabbed a bowl and placed it on
the counter. She snapped open the cat food container and poured
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what remained into the bowl.
Mr. Mittens responded quickly, scarfing down his breakfast.
She made a note to stop by PetSmart after work. She needed to
buy more cat food and a bowl to slow down his eating. Mark kept
forgetting to stop by, admittedly he never was the one in charge of
groceries.
Mary went over to the pantry and grabbed a coffee filter and
some grounds, French roast in a bag. Before Mark, she didn't know
people cared what coffee tasted like besides stuffy sitcom characters. She certainly didn't think a tech guy would be the one to show
her otherwise.
A small laugh greets the room as Mary chased the random
thought. Mary and Mark only considered dating once they were
established in their careers. She was hesitant when he proposed.
She had seen too many divorces to buy the idea that anything lasts,
but she had been surprised by the last five years.
Neither of them was invested in the idea of children, something that Lindsey, Mark's mother, would refuse to accept whenever she visited. The constant allusions to biological clocks, as well as
Lindsey’s announcements about her progressive stance on being a
grandmother to adopted children, fell on deaf ears. God, the entire
car ride would be her listening to it. It wasn’t her fault Mark was
an only child.
Mary’s body shivered, her cool apartment bringing her back to
reality. She looked at the microwave to her right, a beat-up monster of a thing, primarily brown, with its white base coat shining
through the many chips. The green screen listed the time as 6:52
a.m. She huffed- she had been awake longer than she thought.
She walked to their bedroom. As much as Mark disturbed her
peace, as angry as he made her, he was the one constant in her life.
He was cemented in her thoughts whether she loved him or hated
him. Oh, how those thoughts were compliments to one another
rather than cancelations.
Mary dragged her hand along the wall for the light switch. She
stopped in her tracks as the stench of urine hit her before she fully
crossed the threshold of the bedroom door. She flipped on the light
and stared at the figure on their bed. The once white comforter now
had a sizable gray stain along the pelvis and legs of her husband.
She took a steady pause at the door. She held her arms to herself
and took a deep breath. She exhaled slowly. Gingerly, she moved
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towards the bed. Leaning down, she lightly shook her husband’s
chest.
“Uh, Mark. Ummmm, you need to, uhhh, you really need to
get up, babe,” Mary said.
Mark’s figure remained still, unconvinced.
Mary shook him again, harder, and spoke a bit louder.
“Hey, honey. Uh, you really need to get up now,” she pleaded.
The man remained motionless.
Mary began pulling at the comforter.
Mary then said in an exasperated tone, “Mark. You need to get
up. Honey, shit, you wet the bed. I got to wash these sheets, you
need to- “
Mary’s grumbling was interrupted by Mark. His wooly arm
flopped down to the side of the bed, and his knuckles rapped the
sideboard.
Mary stumbled back; the sudden motion had pushed her away.
Mary quickly moved back in. She climbed over the nightstand, her
arms meet his stocky chest, and she shoved him, pushing his frame
further into the sagging mattress. Mary heard the squeak of the
springs as she pushed on his chest. She heard the groaning of the
moving bed frame. She didn’t hear Mark.
She brought her hands up to his face. Shaking him again, his
eyes opened a glassed-over hazel.
Mary’s knees and calves were slick with piss, and her towel had
fallen off. She punched his torso, screaming
“Mark,
Mark,
wake up.”
She was not sure when, or who, called 911. She did not know
when the medics broke down the door, but she knew that her
throat tasted bloody.
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WAITING
Will Clark

It knows its power over kingdoms reigned.
How does my soul long for the mountaintops;
Craving a rush of chilling air to breathe.
A passion is a dream that never stops,
And once it’s reached it will be hard to leave.
I miss the smell that nature’s perfume brings,
The cool air ever-present on my face,
For beauty is but just the simple things,
And is abundant here in this great place.
Like as the snow just sits there on the ground,
So too I stay until it’s time to go.
My next mountain is waiting to be found.
And thus, I leave to where the aspens grow.
So, once I’m there, I know I’ll be content
And it will be worth all the years I’ve spent
Waiting.
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CUL-DE-SAC
Riese Muñoz

Waiting,
nestled—
between tall thickets of reeds and river grass, along
the edge of the canal that carried water from the reservoir
to the parched, high prairie,
where rows and rows of neat, cleanly gabled homes awaited
and expected their sprinklers to fountain on to lawns—
there lay buried bottle caps, loose cigarettes,
and mother of pearl buttons.
Their final resting place the cul-de-sac carved out at the base of
an ancient cotton wood, who’s broad leaves gave shade to the
haphazard hostel
of lost and found trinkets.
If a back was turned to the road not too far off,
and eyes squinted towards the canal and its own fortress of plants
and hands dug into loam soil, with the intention of getting
its coolness stuck under fingernails,
it was not suburban sprawl carved out of vast, dry, plains
it was a grove meant to be sought after by small footsteps,
a place for tire swings to hang off of dead limbs
and plywood porches to live 		
tucked up high in the trees.
And nestled—
		
between the buttons, cigarettes,
		
and our own litter
		
of popsicle wrappers and broken charm bracelets
		
lays you and me
found, then lost.
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PASSERBY
Max Owens

Found then lost,
wax figures with elastic faces
scampering to train lines.

Crimson grime coats the sink,
splashes like rusty petals
streaks running down a mirror.
Sculptures in my garden, comfortably numb.
Radiohead, I’m comfortably dumb.
The dust collected in my skull is itemized by you.

A whistle blares,
goosebumps
flattened by squished minds.
Doors close,
faces line
the platform drones by
darkness to light tricks mind,
day is night – static
chills pass your spine.
Dusty cuticles to compressed cubicles
to coffee lines –
bucks pass between stars
crumpled by pocketed minds.
Beyond bluffs,
grass shards grasp
cards of grainy tufts
glass caught in my throat
and hot between my toes.
Don’t tread on thee
snakeskin leather hoops,
spit splinters by knuckles
broken jaw-bone.
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SISTER
Cass Sissel

the dust collected in my skull has been itemized by you—
and you never wanted to clean it away,
but you asked if i was okay with it there.
i know what love feels like, cuz half my heart is yours.
left atrium to aortic valve, stuffed peony petals
spill out your eyes and fill out
my lungs.
some days i feel the first layer of my skin was stolen
they probably took a few bones too,
then you pull me into your chest and i realize
it’s all right here.
i think that when somebody was rearranging matter
they realized how much i’d need you—
thank you
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THE GARDEN
Abigail Hogan

thank you,
for the garden that’s filled with many things:
sun and stars and rain and streams,
daffodils and canyon dreams,
sugar and cedar on the breeze,
and golden hills with fiery trees.
the lavender seems to whisper please
as the moonlight makes the petals gleam,
and the greywhite clouds bring out the green
of grass that’s thick and wild and free.
it stretches up above my head and I
watch it keep on growing high,
across the earth spring’s breath is nigh
dancing where the dead things lie.
the thawing ice, it wonders why
the clouds release a heavy sigh,
while birdsong echos as they fly
through air, no longer crisp and dry.
the garden’s filled with many things—
it knows its power over kingdoms reigned.
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MY MOTHER IN THE MIRROR
Andrea Halland

The older I get the more I see my mother. Not in person, but
in the mirror. In the way my eyes turn green when I’m sad or grey
when I’m angry. In my crooked smile and round nose. I am not
the spitting image of her, but very close. I see this in the photos
that hang in my childhood home of my mother at an age very
close to my own at this time. There are obvious differences. Her
hair is a darker brown, curled and teased. Mine lays naturally flat
and blonde. Her makeup is much more intense and matches the
color of her shirt, a dark teal in one photo, light pink in the other.
Mine is a simple light brown eyeshadow to bring out the blue in
my iris and black mascara to draw attention. But the similarities
cannot be denied. I used to say I looked like both of my parents,
but now I see I was wrong. The older I get the more I see my
mother in my reflection, in photographs, and the less I see myself.
The older I get the more I hear my mother in the way I say
certain phrases. In the words sounds good, which my father
cannot stand to hear me say the way she does. Don’t talk like
that! Don’t say that! He always responds, not loud enough to call
it a yell, but with the same tone, the only time he ever uses such
a tone with me, but it is not my fault he married a woman he
dislikes now. I try to tell him this, but he does not listen. He only
hears my mother’s nagging voice. The other day he told me “You
look more and more like your mother every day.” He said it with
contempt, as if he was hoping maybe my biology would spontaneously change and I would no longer remind him of her. Perhaps if I was like my sister and took after him more, he would be
less upset about the character traits I inherited from my mother.
Or perhaps if he was around more to have more of an influence
on the person I grew up to be than she did. Maybe he is only mad
at himself and has no way to express it.
I hear my mother as I weep over some small thing that felt
too big to handle. As my heart races with anxiety over what will
happen next. I see her in my coping mechanisms for stress, nap60 • Andrea Halland

ping for instance. Once when I was young and it was just us in
the house, my father was on the road and my sister at school, she
took a nap in the middle of the day and left me to do crafts by
myself. I was three years old and given a pair of full-size scissors
to craft with. When she woke up, I had cut off a large chunk of
hair on one side of my head, starting from the bottom and going
straight up the side of my head. She cried at the loss of my long
golden locks and then again when my cousin, who cut hair for a
living, had to give me a “boy’s haircut” to even it out.
I see her in the depression that clouds my brain and tells me
that love will not exist for me. I struggle to heal this feeling, to
remind myself that I am not her. I fear that one day it may overcome me and poison my relationships. My husband holds me as
I cry over this and tell him that my biggest fear is that one day I
will ruin what we have with these feelings. I tell him about how
my parents were once in love, and I believe my mother’s depression is what ruined it. It’s odd the conversations you have with
the one you love at three o’clock in the afternoon when you get
home from class.
I was always told when I was younger, “Oh you look just like
your mom!”
My grandma, who does not like her daughter, told me I was
pretty one time. And when I said “I know, I look just like my
mommy,” she refused to admit it.
I heard my mother call me beautiful every day of my childhood, in the hopes that I would believe her and love myself
the way she was unable to love herself when she was young. I
felt guilty when people would tell me I look like her and all I
could think of is the fact that she is overweight and perhaps they
thought I was too, or was getting there. These thoughts weighed
heavy on an adolescent girl who had not yet mastered the art of
loving oneself, the way her mother has. I am grateful to have been
raised by such a strong woman. A woman who refused to let me
believe I was anything less than worthy, refused to let me think I
was not beautiful, the way her mother made her feel.
Perhaps one day I will be grateful for seeing so much of my
mother in myself. I cannot see her in my sister and I know that
one day I will not be able to see her in person either. One day all
I will have is the green-grey-blue eyes staring back at me in the
mirror, the wrinkles around them, the smile lines in my cheeks,
the dimples. My hair will be grey, as hers is now.
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IF LANGUAGE CAN BE A KIND OF CRYING,
A RESPONSE TO KEETJE KUIPERS
Rebekah Jenkins

My daughter’s first language was crying. I was familiar with
it, but I was reintroduced as the days passed. Fussy, staccato cries
meant she was uncomfortable, perhaps from a burp stuck in her
tiny abdomen or soiled diaper. Long, drawn out cries meant she
needed food. Crying is a type of language we know in different
levels. There are sad and happy tears, tears of frustration and tears
from contentment. There are forgotten tears and tears held back,
tears that are long overdue and tears right on schedule. All of it,
my daughter and I have known together, and our fluency has only
grown in these short three years.
When Alaska sees me crying, her first question is, “Are you sad,
Mommy?”
“Yes, baby, Mommy is very sad.”
“Oh. I’m sad too.”
“What are you sad about?”
“Um, just nuffing, I think.”
Our conversations about sadness aren’t complicated, and rarely
do I feel like I’ve made some breakthrough to my three-year-old.
I try to explain as best I can that my sadness comes from a place
inside me that feels broken, yet I know it isn’t because to say it is
broken is to say that I am broken, which I don’t think at all. It is
enough for me to say that, “Mommy is sad just because. It is okay
to feel sad sometimes,” to which she grabs my face with both of her
chubby little toddler hands, kisses me, and runs away to color or
play with her favorite dinosaur toy.
Crying can be a kind of language. Crying says what sentences constructed of verbs and nouns and adjectives shy away from.
Crying is the language we begin life with, our first language. It is
urgent, hot, flashy, yet most of the time unknown to passersby,
unknown to people in your own house, because, hell, it’s easier to
wipe tears onto a dark green sweater than to interrupt your child’s
pre-dinner playtime with questions about why you are sad.
Similarly, it is easier to stop your child’s tears than your own.
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Children don’t have the adult language to explain why things hurt,
why something makes them cry, it just does. I ask if she bumped
her head, she says “Yeah” in a high wail that I’m sure sounds demonic to the tenants on the other side of the wall. Ghosts of our
injuries are let out and live in the space between hurt and forgiveness.
Crying is a language, and it says “I am here. I feel things, I passionately feel things. I’m hurt. I’m grieving. I’m aching heavily, and
my body has no other way to let the ache out.” To dismiss crying as
anything but a language is to deny our first cry, the very thing that
lets the world know we made it out alive.

JUPITER
Caroline Tuss

‘Stay Gold’ echoes east, a
Long three hours between
Home and the Middle of Nowhere.
There were children in the basement of this house.
It smells like you.
I lie here each sleepless night, inhaling,
And your voice keeps me sane,
But a conceptual six weeks make it hard.
This town of strangers makes it hard.
I tried, but could never describe it to you, the clocks
All chiming
Different songs
Out of time.
Yet Jupiter’s song ascends at five,
And memory holds us safe
For one hundred and twenty
sacred seconds.
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LINGERING
Andrea Halland

There’s no way those are real, you just want attention. I’m 8
years old and have already developed breasts. The boys on the playground taunt me and say I stuff my bra.
You’re very pretty. I’m 10 years old, alone at a soda fountain in
the gas station a few blocks from my home. The man, I think about
35, is drunk at 4 in the afternoon.
You can’t wear that shirt, it’s inappropriate. I’m 11 and my
fifth-grade teacher doesn’t like the fact that the cut of my shirt
reveals my collarbones.
My sister’s friend is flirting with me at her house party. I’m 12
years old and he’s 16 or 17. I shouldn’t be at this party, but I was
excited to hang out with my big sister and do “mature” things.
Your daughter is really hot. I’m 13 years old, but I look about
17. My dad almost hits his friend for saying this.
I could never forget pretty faces like yours. My friend and I are
14, and the man was on the bus we rode into town. We saw him
again, waiting for the walk signal, after shopping downtown.
If you ever get divorced, give me a call. Seventeen years old, at
work in an unflattering red polo. I was handing the customer, who
looked old enough to be my grandfather, his pizza.
Have a good day, Sweetheart. I’m 21 now, at a new job. I hope
I misheard my coworker.
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I WILL NOT BEG, I AM AN OYSTER
Frances Brauneis

When I was little, so little the whole world existed only when
I stood on my tip toes, my mother was sewing her mother a quilt.
The fabric was crisp whites and pinks and each square was sewn--
by hand--with a heart shape, as if with each stitch she was sealing in
a desire to be loved. Each night, when I should have been sleeping,
my mom would sit on the couch and begin her nightly hand stitching of the hearts she wanted to give to her mother. I would stand in
the hall and watch her, the hardwood floor under my feet, the heat
of an Oklahoma summer still sitting in the night air. I would watch
her and could not keep myself from climbing onto the couch and
asking my mother a thousand questions, “What are you doing?
What’s this? What’s that? What’s a quilt?”
It didn’t matter how many nights I watched her and how many
nights she explained to me all the answers she had explained the
nights before. I still lingered the same way I lingered the night
before. I wanted that quilt made of hearts, but I didn’t know how
to ask for it, so I just asked question after question hoping that the
attention I paid to it and the curiosity I held would be enough to
show my desire. Every night though, my mother would tell me it
was for my grandma. When my mom said that it was with a longing like maybe if she handed her mother this quilt of hearts her
mother would be a different person, a gentler person, a person who
didn’t need to be asked to love her. And then I would look to my
mother with eyes that said, “I love you and you don’t even need to
ask me to say that or feel that,” but my mother was so focused on
the stitches that she did not see that look in my eyes. I looked at
her but she looked down.
***
I’m at my grandmother’s house for dinner now. The years have
passed yet I still feel like I need to stand on my tip toes to see clearly. The white noise of water running and Fox News blaring are all
but normal to me now. My parents are divorced and we are now
living with my grandparents. My mother was sometimes there too,
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but she would work, or go to school, or volunteer, all in an effort
to avoid her own mother. So here we sat at dinner and my grandmother was on one of her usual rants. Something racist, reasons
why she loves Bill O’Reilly, and all the ways she has been wronged
again and again in her life. She sits at the head of the table with no
one across from her and she has a cigarette in her hand. All the
while she talks about how her sister stole their mother’s Smurf collection after her death even though my grandmother was the one
who bought them. She talks with an edge like everyday of her life
has been an uphill battle that no one sees. She finishes her speech,
stands up, and sets on the table a napkin now crumpled into a ball,
still warm from the heat of her hand.
***
I stand now as a woman. Not in my own eyes, but when I go
to restaurants, they tell me about their wines and I own a dog, two
of the most adult things I can think of. I live with my boyfriend
who has a beard so I have to remind myself every morning when
we wake that yes, I’m an adult. I look at my phone and I look at
the same text my mom sends me every morning, the one where she
says she loves me and ends it with a thousand emojis. Some days I
respond, other days I forget. Other times when I look at my phone
I see a 406 number that I had missed the call to. The number isn’t
saved in my phone but I know it’s my grandmother trying to talk
to me. I haven’t spoken to her in years now.
I get out of bed and fold up the now tattered quilt my mother
had made for my grandmother. I had taken it the second my mother finished it and slept so soundly that night cocooned in her hand
sewn hearts that my mother let me keep it. For years that was the
blanket that I would sleep with closest to my body. Not the top
sheet, but the quilt of hearts.
Sometimes when my grandmother tries to call me, part of me
wants to answer. Part of me knows that my brother would shame
me if he found out or that my mother would give me some long
speech both incriminating and attempting to redeem my grandmother all at the same time. But as I stand as a woman I also stand
with the ability to choose who I will and won’t talk to. My grandmother would yell at me at the dinner table, saying I was lazy and
selfish and not worthy of love from others. She would think that
every decision I made was one deeply ingrained with a plot to destroy her. One year I cooked a goose for Christmas dinner because
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I thought it would be traditional and fun. She took this as a declaration that I didn’t want her at the dinner and she threw all of
my Christmas presents in the snow. She would yell at waitstaff and
complain about her cleaner. And when I would tell these things to
my mom she would sometimes relate stories to how hard it was to
be that woman’s daughter, but she also had this longing in her eyes.
That maybe it was her fault for being fat, or punk, or this or that
which made her mother behave the way she did. And this longing
in her eye remained in every field of vision. Always sitting in the
corner of her eye.
I see that pain in her and I wish I could scoop her up and make
it all better. That by wrapping myself up every night in her hand
stitched hearts she might know that there was someone who didn’t
need to be asked. But her longing blurred that. And that longing
pushed us away to a point my mother also began to long for me.
Long for the person who would shout their affections rather than
hold them close by. And as I grew older, my hips wider, the world
becoming more mine than anyone else’s I realized that I could not
be who she wanted me to be. That I would not send her a thousand emojis and I would not look to her mother and beg for love I
would never receive.
And that is when I remembered the thing about oysters. How
they take a grain of sand that is itching and stabbing into their flesh
and turn it into a pearl so that it can no longer hurt them. And that
I had a science teacher who said that we all had the choice to be like
that oyster, that we could take our hurt and turn it into something
like a pearl. So as an adult with a choice that is what I can do. I
cannot take my mother and wrap her in layer after layer of silk
until she can no longer be hurt, but I can take that pin prick in my
shoe. I can wrap it again and again and hope that one day it won’t
hurt anymore and with that pearl I won’t hurt anyone else either.
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2021 STAFF CONTIBUTERS
ALEC BARTELL is a dual major in philosophy and creative
writing. He was born in Lynchburg, Virginia, but has since lived all
over the United States, finding Missoula a home for his undergraduate
education. He is typically found writing poetry or fiction, exploring
artistic projects, or learning Japanese. Inspiration comes to him through
interacting with the theoretical realm on a pragmatic and personal level.
MADDELYN BLACK is a business major and English minor with a
focus in creative writing. She is from Helena, Montana but now resides
in Missoula, Montana. She loves writing--usually fiction-- but writes
the occasional poem.
FRANCES BRAUNEIS is an undergraduate student studying
elementary education at the University of Montana. Born in Billings,
MT, Frances moved often when she was younger. From Montana, to
Oklahoma, to Tennessee, yet Montana is where she always seemed to
come back to. Now working to be a first grade teacher, Frances enjoys
reading, writing, and talking for hours on end in her free time.
WILL CLARK is from Jacksonville, Florida! He came to Montana
because he loves climbing and the mountains. He is getting stoked on
poetry, which is why the joined The Oval.
JEFFREY GUSTAFSON was born in Minot, ND, and currently
attends the University of Montana. He grew up in Skiatook, OK before
moving to and living in various Colorado towns (including two stints in
the illustrious People’s Republic of Boulder) for seventeen years. An avid
hockey fan and lapsed anime fan, Jeffrey has also been playing video games
since long before they became cool, thanks to his Granny and stepfather.
Officially, it’s all research for the next story...
ANDREA HALLAND is a junior studying journalism and English
literature at the University of Montana. Her ever-growing love of
grammar and writing, and her eye for detail have put her on a career
path toward editing. In her spare time she enjoys reading in a comfy
chair with her cat or hiking with her dog and husband.

ABIGAIL HOGAN is a junior at the University of Montana pursuing
a BFA in Creative Writing. They have a passion for writing poetry and
young adult fiction, and like to dabble in painting, photography, and
baking. Their friends know them for their extensive tea collection, their
love of The Little Prince, and their love for nature.
RIESE MUÑOZ, a creative writing and English education double
major, was born and raised in the lovely Fort Collins, Colorado, where
her love of reading and writing coincidentally grew up as well. Riese
likes to write poetry, novellas, and prose. She also enjoys rock climbing,
tarot cards, knitting, and the band ABBA.
MAX OWENS is a sophomore at the University of Montana pursuing
environmental studies. His inspiration to write poetry comes from
hours spent wandering in the woods and going on lake drives with his
friends, freestyling over basement made beats.
MELISSA PAULSEN is a junior in the BFA program for creative
writing and she minors in history. She is from Bigfork, Montana, but is
an avid Pittsburgh Steelers fan. She writes mostly fiction, but has been
known to write nonfiction essays and children’s books as well.
CASS SISSEL is a junior at the University of Montana studying
English and studio art. She has aspirations to become an editor and
work with language for a living. When she was grounded in high school
it was from reading, and she considers her happy place to be anywhere
under the stars next to a nice tree.
CAROLINE TUSS is a creative writing BFA student working
towards a minor in nonprofit administration. Raised in Havre, MT,
she is fascinated with how rural attitudes can interact in fiction as well
as playwriting as a medium for subversion. She is making an effort and
doing her best.

